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1. Introduction

Direct learning approach commonly used by Physics teachers does not really improve student ability to de-
velop self-understanding as well as environment awareness [1]. In direct learning, especially used to teach
Physics at senior High School, teachers give an explanation about the material, followed by examples of exer-
cises, and end with students working on exercises. However, other learning strategies may hold an important
role to improve conceptual understanding. Research-based active-learning instruction in physics involves
students in their own learning more deeply and more intensely compared to that with traditional instruction
[2]. The methods are very diverse sharing three common features: (1) they are explicitly based on research in
the learning and teaching of physics; (2) they incorporate classroom and/or laboratory activities that require
all students to express their thinking through speaking, writing, or other actions that go beyond listening and
the copying of notes, or execution of prescribed procedures; and (3) they have been tested repeatedly in actual
classroom settings and have yielded objective evidence of improved student learning. Simple observational
experiments using no special educational technology includes the use only of paper and pencil, yet still engage
students in learning activities that are demonstrably more effective than traditional lectures and homework.

A large body of peer-reviewed research indicates that typical learning gains for the majority of students on
qualitative, conceptual physics questions, when engaged in “traditional”instructional activities, are around
10–15 percentage points on standard diagnostic exams [3]. This represents the pre-to-post-instruction gain,
and corresponds to correcting 20% of incorrect pretest responses). By contrast, research-based active-learning
materials and methods produce gains up to and often more than double that amount on similar questions. For
example, in a recent study [4], a sample of more than 3000 students from ten universities showed gains from
active-learning instructionalmaterials to bemore than four times those obtained through standard instruction.
The active-learning methods also generally produce gains on traditional, quantitative physics problems that
are equivalent or superior to gains observed with traditional instruction.

1. Purpose

The aim of this paper is to explore other teaching modalities that would be more effective for student under-
standing and match a more diversified learning style.

1. Case Demonstration

Learning style differences have been attributed to student modality strengths (i.e. sensory channels that re-
ceive and give messages)—the visual, auditory, and kinesthetic [5]. Last year’s presentation “STEM—Teaching
Space Weather Studies”matched to a student’s auditory learning style is adapted for this year’s presentation
“STEAM—Teaching Space Weather Studies”which is matched to a visual learning style. Whereas STEM ad-
joins science, technology, engineering and mathematics and applies academic concepts to hands-on, real-
world activities, STEAM uses the same integrated approach but with a nod to arts education that captures
visual learning. Last year’s auditory presentation was secondarily enhanced by visuals and charts; visuals
(i.e. Powerpoint slides) were ordered correctly with respective narrations. In reverse, this case demonstration
asks students to match visuals randomly ordered with their corresponding narrations. The primary modal-
ity is visual with figures and charts but secondarily enhanced with narrative per auditory modality. Student
matching is facilitated with slides having relevant clues embedded that correspond to textual narrations. Read-
ing textual narrations and critically evaluating the observed slides afford students the opportunity to learn
subject matter through concrete experience (i.e. matching slides selected to corresponding narrations) and
abstraction. As noted in Guild and Garger (1985), “While every person is able to use both sequential and
random ordering, we each have a tendency to prefer and to operate most frequently and most successfully
with one kind of ordering”(p.38).



Successful completion of this studymodule introduces students to the nextmodule that explores spaceweather
beyond Earth’s ionosphere andmagnetosphere onward to theMoon’s exosphere where the upcoming Artemis
mission will find formidable with unfiltered risks.
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